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Surgical management and weight-bearing
recommendations for geriatric distal
femur fractures
Justin M. Haller, MDa,*, Lucas S. Marchand, MDa, Thomas F. Higgins, MDa, Robert V. O’Toole, MDb,
Lisa Reider, PhDc

Objective: To investigate current practices among orthopaedic trauma surgeons in treating geriatric distal femur fractures and
evaluate current postoperative weight-bearing recommendations.

Methods: A 26-question survey was emailed to Major Extremity Trauma Research Consortium surgeon members to characterize
current practice with different fixation methods for distal femur fractures and the surgeon-directed postoperative weight-bearing
recommendations for each approach.

Results: Surveys were completed by 123 orthopaedic trauma surgeons with a response rate of 37% (123/332). Retrograde
intramedullary nailing (IMN) was commonly performed by 88% of surgeons, and lateral locked plate was commonly performed by
74% of surgeons. Retrograde IMN with a lateral plate was commonly performed by 51% of surgeons. Dual femoral plating was
commonly performed by 18% of surgeons and sometimes performed by 39% of surgeons. Surgeons were significantly more likely to
allow immediate postoperative weight-bearing for retrograde IMN (P, 0.001), retrograde IMNwith lateral plate (P, 0.001), and dual
plate (P , 0.001) as compared with locked lateral plate. Most surgeons (79%) would be interested in participating in a randomized
controlled trial (RCT) investigating single implant versus dual implant for distal femur fractures and believe that a trial incorporating
immediate weight-bearing is important.

Conclusion: A variety of implants are commonly used to treat geriatric distal femur fractures. Patients with distal femur fracture
commonly have weight-bearing restrictions in the immediate postoperative period. A large proportion of orthopaedic trauma sur-
geons have clinical equipoise for an RCT to investigate the impact of surgical construct and weight-bearing on geriatric distal femur
fracture patient recovery.
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1. Introduction

Distal femur fractures in elderly patients continue to increase with
the aging patient population.1 While less common than geriatric

hip fractures, patients with distal femur fracture present similar
treatment challenges because of poor bone mineral density and
patient comorbidities. Care for patients with distal femur fracture
emphasizes early mobilization to avoid the complications of
recumbency including pneumonia, pressure sores, and venous
thromboembolism. Patients with geriatric fracture often have
difficulty mobilizing with restricted weight-bearing because these
patients often have poor strength, inadequate balance, and
insufficient coordination that are required to participate in
protected weight-bearing. Consequently, restricted weight-
bearing may be a contributing factor to the high rates of
morbidity and mortality reported for patients with geriatric
distal femur fracture.2,3

Distal femur fractures have traditionally been operatively
fixed with a single implant, either a lateral locked plate or a
retrograde intramedullary nail (IMN). While recent studies
suggest that early weight-bearing can be tolerated with low
failure rates, many surgeons continue to institute weight-
bearing restrictions for osteopenic patients treated with single
implant fixation.4 This can make it challenging for distal femur
fractures to adequately mobilize and avoid physiologic issues
associated with recumbency and inactivity. In addition, non-
union rates for operatively treated distal femur fractures are as
high as 20% in large series, leading to additional surgery.5,6

More recently, surgeons may situationally supplement fixation
with additional plates and/or nails to address concerns re-
garding early weight-bearing and the high rates of complications
after single implant fixation.7–10
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There are now several widely accepted treatment methods for
patients with distal femur fracture; however, little is known about
how often the different approaches are used in current practice or
about surgeon weight-bearing recommendations. Furthermore,
there are currently no clinical trials comparing the effectiveness of
these approaches and the implications for immediate weight-
bearing, which may be an advantage of dual implant fixation.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to investigate current
practices among orthopaedic trauma surgeons in treating
geriatric distal femur fractures and to help evaluate the feasibility
of a clinical trial investigating fixation and/or postoperative
weight-bearing.

2. Methods

A 26-question survey was created to assess surgeon practice
demographics, identify surgeon experience with different fixation
methods for distal femur fractures, and evaluate surgeon-directed
postoperative weight-bearing regimens for each fixation construct.
The survey was piloted for length, clarity, and relevance by 3
orthopaedic trauma surgeons (J.H., L.M., T.H.). The survey was
distributed by email to surgeon members of the Major Extremity
Trauma Research Consortium (METRC). The survey was available
for a 4-week period. All survey data were collected and stored using
the Redcap online database. The study was deemed exempt from
Institutional Review Board and Animal Use Committee Review.

The survey queried surgeons on the use of distal femur fracture
treatment methods including locked lateral plating, retrograde
intramedullary nailing, retrograde intramedullary nailing with
locked lateral plate, dual distal femoral plating, and distal femoral
replacement (DFR) (Appendix 1, http://links.lww.com/OTAI/
A89). For each treatment method, surgeons reported on their
treatment frequency (never/rarely[1x/year]/commonly) and
whether they allow patients to be weight-bearing as tolerated
(WBAT) immediately after surgery. Surgeons were also asked
about their typical weight-bearing restrictions for each treatment
method and if they would be willing to randomize a patient with
distal femur fracture treated with each respective treatment
construct to early versus delayed weight-bearing. Finally,
surgeons were asked if they would be willing to participate in a
randomized clinical trial evaluating single versus dual implant
fixation, immediate versus delayed weight-bearing, and a
factorial design randomized controlled trial (RCT) evaluating
both single versus dual implant fixation and immediate versus
delayed weight-bearing for patients with distal femur fracture.

2.1. Statistical analysis

Descriptive statistics were performed to assess the variability in
operative treatment, weight-bearing recommendations, interest in
patient randomization, and interest in clinical trial participation. The
Fisher exact test was performed to compare postoperative weight-
bearing recommendations (Stata 12.1, StataCorp, College Station,
TX). P, 0.05 is considered statistically significant.

3. Results

A total of 123 respondents participated in the survey study with a
response rate of 37% (123/332). Nearly all respondents (121/
123, 98%) were orthopaedic trauma fellowship–trained. Most
respondents had greater than 5 years of clinical practice (114/123,
93%), and surgeonswith greater than 20 years of experiencewere
the most represented surgeon grouping (32%) (Table 1).

For single implants, a lateral locked plate was commonly
performed by 74%of surgeons (Table 2).Of those performing the
operation, only 21% allow patients to be WBAT immediately
after surgery (Fig. 1). Most commonly, surgeons allow patients
with distal femur fracture with a lateral locked plate to beWBAT
between 6 and 10 weeks (72/123, 62%). Most surgeons (85/123,
74%) would be willing to randomize patients treated with a
lateral locked plate to immediate versus delayed weight-bearing.
Retrograde IMN was commonly performed by 88% of surgeons
(Table 2). Of those who perform the operation, 64% allow
patients to be WBAT immediately after surgery (Fig. 1). Most
surgeons (98/123, 80%) would be willing to randomize patients
treated with a retrograde IMN to immediate versus delayed
weight-bearing. Surgeons were significantly more likely to allow
retrograde IMN patients to immediately weight-bear as com-
pared with locked lateral plate (P , 0.001).

For dual implants, a retrograde IMN with a lateral plate to
treat geriatric distal femur fractureswas the commonly performed
by 51% of surgeons (Table 2). Of those who perform the
operation, 80% of surgeons allow patients to be WBAT
immediately after surgery (Fig. 1). Eighty-four surgeons (84/
123, 79%) would be willing to randomize patients treated with a
retrograde IMN with a lateral plate to immediate versus delayed
weight-bearing. Dual femoral plating was commonly performed
by 18% of surgeons and rarely performed by 39% of surgeons
(Table 2). Of those who perform the operation, 64% allow
patients to be WBAT immediately after surgery (Fig. 1). 80% of
surgeons would be willing to randomize patients treated with
dual plates to immediate versus delayed weight-bearing. When
compared with locked lateral plating, surgeons were significantly
more likely to allow immediate postoperative weight-bearing for
retrograde IMN with lateral plate (P , 0.001) and dual plate
patients (P , 0.001).

Only 4% of surveyed surgeons routinely perform DFR, and
18% rarely perform DFR. 79% of surgeons would be interested
in participating in an RCT investigating single implant versus
dual implant for distal femur fractures. 72% percent of surgeons
would be interested in participating in an RCT investigating
immediate versus delayed weight-bearing, regardless of implant.
For a factorial 23 2RCT randomizing patients single versus dual
implant and immediate versus delayed weight-bearing, 67% of
surgeons would be interested in participating.

4. Discussion

Geriatric distal femur fracture treatment has become an in-
creasingly controversial topic. With mortality and complication
rates similar to hip fractures, distal femur fractures can be
challenging fractures to treat but have not been the focus of high-
quality clinical trials as compared with their counterpart the
geriatric hip fracture. The goal of the current study was to

TABLE 1
Respondent Characteristics

n (%)

Number of years in practice
,5 9 (7.3)
5–10 36 (29.3)
11–15 24 (19.5)
16–20 14 (11.4)
.20 40 (32.5)

Fellowship training 121 (98.4)
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evaluate current practices in treating distal femur fractures, assess
current postoperative weight-bearing recommendations, and
query surgeon interest in participating in a prospective, random-
ized clinical trial to compare currently used treatment plans. The
study was able to include mostly trauma fellowship–trained
surgeons practicing at busy level-1 and level-2 trauma centers
across the United States.

Traditional fixation methods including a retrograde IMN and
lateral locked plate continue to be the most commonly used
implants for distal femur fractures. Dual implant constructs
including retrograde IMN with an additional lateral plate and
dual plating are less familiar but are still used by over 60% of
surgeons in the survey. Given that respondents were trauma
fellowship–trained and practicing at high-volume centers, the
percentage of surgeons who perform dual implant surgeries is
likely less frequent among private practice orthopaedic surgeons
who treat geriatric distal femur fractures. This may represent a
new arena for surgeon education to review possible indications
and technical tricks for dual implant implementation in distal
femur fractures if future work demonstrates superiority of dual
implant constructs.

Based on the hip fracture literature, postoperative weight-
bearing is a critical component to minimizing mortality and
perioperative complications after a geriatric fracture. Early
weight-bearing after geriatric hip fracture has been demonstrated
to correlate with reduced mortality, pneumonia, delirium, and
hospital stay.11–13 Similar to hip fracture, older adults with distal
femur fractures tend to have multiple comorbidities and poor
bone quality. However, several small series of patients with distal
femur fracture have demonstrated similar reoperation rates for
restricted and full weight-bearing patients.4,14 However, geriatric
nonhip fractures continue to have higher rates of restricted

weight-bearing than geriatric hip fractures.15 The findings of this
study further highlight the hesitancy to allow distal femur
fractures to immediately weight-bear after surgical fixation. Only
21% of surgeons currently allow patients with distal femur
fracture treated with a locked lateral plate to immediately weight-
bear as tolerated. Surgeons treating distal femur fractures with
one of the other treatment constructs were more likely to allow
immediate weight-bearing (64%–80%). With early mobilization
and ambulation as one of the treatment goals for geriatric distal
femur fractures, surgeons should either question current weight-
bearing guidelines or reconsider an isolated locked lateral plate as
a reasonable treatment strategy. Based on current surgeon-
directed weight-bearing guidelines, dual implant constructs may
present an opportunity to allow earlier full weight-bearing after
surgical fixation.

With ongoing controversy regarding optimal surgical treat-
ment and current hesitancy to permit immediate full weight-
bearing, orthopaedic surgeons are interested in further investiga-
tion into geriatric distal femur fracture care. This information also
suggests a need for high-quality data in this regard. Most of the
orthopaedic surgeons responding to this survey would be willing
to randomize various treatment constructs to either immediate
versus delayed weight-bearing. Nearly 80% of surgeon respon-
dents would be interested in participating in a prospective clinical
trial randomizing patients with geriatric distal femur fracture to
either a single (lateral locked plate or retrograde IMN) implant or
a dual (retrograde IMN with locked plate or dual plate) implant.

This study has several limitations. Although the response rate
was relatively low (37%), this rate was similar to other published
orthopaedic trauma survey studies.16,17 This low response rate
could introduce sampling bias that may not accurately represent
the opinions of the orthopaedic community. Furthermore, the
survey was completed by only orthopaedic trauma fellowship–
trained surgeons and may be skewed toward higher complexity
fractures or higher risk patients. In addition, many of the factors
that influence implant choice and weight-bearing status including
bone quality and fracture comminution were not available to
survey respondents and may have affected their weight-bearing
restrictions. Finally, the willingness to participate in an RCTmay
be influenced by many details of the trial, and actual willingness
might be very different from the willingness to participate in a
vague RCT without any detail of the trial.

TABLE 2
Surgeon Responses for Treatment of Geriatric Distal Femur
Fractures

Commonly Rarely Never

Locked lateral plate 90 (74%) 26 (21%) 6 (5%)
Retrograde IMN 108 (88%) 14 (11%) 1 (1%)
Retrograde IMN 1 lateral plate 62 (51%) 45 (37%) 15 (12%)
Dual plate 22 (18%) 48 (39%) 52 (42%)

Figure 1. Surgeon-directed weight-bearing restrictions based on fixation construct.
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This study has several strengths as well. We report the first study
on current treatment and postoperative weight-bearing practices for
geriatric distal femur fractures. Our study includes surgeons with
varying experience levels practicing at both academic and private
practice institutions. Our survey response rate was similar to prior
orthopaedic trauma survey studies.16,17 In addition, the orthopaedic
surgeons who responded to the survey have practices established in
over 60 medical systems across every region of the United States to
account for patient and surgeon diversity.

5. Conclusion

In summary, there are a variety of commonly used fixation
constructs to treat geriatric distal femur fractures. Despite having
similar patient demographics as hip fractures, patients with distal
femur fracture commonly have weight-bearing restrictions in the
immediate postoperative period. Dual implant constructs tend to
have fewer weight-bearing restrictions than a lateral locked plate
and could provide an avenue for earlier unrestricted weight-
bearing. Orthopaedic surgeons have clinical equipoise and
interest in performing a randomized clinical trial to further
investigate the impact of surgical construct andweight-bearing on
improving care for patients with geriatric distal femur fracture.
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